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                      COUNTY OF DEKALB 
                          Job Description 

 

NURSING HOME JOB DESCRIPTION 
DIETARY DEPARTMENT 
JOB TITLE:      ASSISTANT DIRECTOR PRODUCTION TECHNICIAN 

             (Current Position) Handwritten  
                      1995 Handwritten 
 

GENERAL SUMMARY 

Assists  the  Director  with  the  management  and  operation  of  the department.  Supervises production and service 
staff. 

PRINCIPLE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

1.     Provides  quality resident  care as specified in policies and procedures and objectives of the organization. 
2.     Consistently observes and supervises the work performance of food production  and  service workers  for 

adherence  to established standards.  Checking with employees frequently throughout the day to answer 
questions and solve problems. 

3.     Always instructs and orients new personnel in all aspects of food service and sanitation, following employee 
inservice education, OJT record and orientation checklist. 

4.     Maintains/or  tracks  up-to-date  records  of  employee  training, orientation, disciplinary actions, attendance, etc. 
5.     Organizes daily operational duties; utilizes supportive personnel in a most cost effective manner in view of the 

overall departmental work flow. 
6.     Regularly surveys all departmental procedures for adherence to sanitation and safety standards.   Conducts 

weekly sanitation inspections with another employee for educational purposes (is the departments Sanitation and 
Safety Officer). 

7.     Closely monitors tray passing and meal acceptance in resident dining room. 
8.     Takes temperature and tastes food before each tray line, making corrections as necessary, assuring that recipes 

are followed or that recipes are modified if needed. 
9.     Meets with production and service people daily in production meetings to discuss successes and problems of the 

day and the following days menu.  Follows up on problems uncovered in meeting. 
10.    Updates,  copies,   or  completes   the   following  department documentation forms:  bills and beverage sheets. 
11.    Inventories food and supplies. 
12.    Maintains neat, well groomed appearance, adhering to dress code of department and assures that subordinates 

also comply. 
13.    Assists director with dietary computer programs (Gerimenu) input and output (ie:  residents changes and tray 

ticket generating). 
14. Performs other duties as assigned. 

 KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, EXPERIENCE REQUIRED 

 1.   Ability to be able to read, write, speak and follow oral and written English instruction. 
2. Ability to be able to work cooperatively and productively with other employees at all levels.  
3. Ability to project a positive image of the Home in dealing with residents, families, coworkers and public. 
4.   Certified Dietary Manager, or successful completion of class. 

 5.   No previous experience necessary, training is usually a matter of two to three months.



DIETARY SERVICE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR PRODUCTION TECHNICIAN (Continued) 
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PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 
1.   Able to operate and/or use dishmachine, blenders,  coffee urn, toaster, dump-waiter, microwave, knives, serving 

utensils. 
2.   Able to push/pull carts to transport items up to 300 lbs. 
3.   Able to stand 10% and walk 10% of working day. 
4. Able to communicate orally and/or in writing with residents, coworkers, families, and public. 

Occasionally Stoop, bend, squat, kneel, climb stairs, twist. 
(0-33#)  Lift and carry 25 – 50 lbs 
 
Constantly Stand, walk and sit. 
 

SUPERVISION 
Given:   Food production and food service workers 
Received:  Direct supervision from Dietary Director 
 
This description is intended to be a general statement regarding this position and is not to be considered a detailed 
assignment.  It may be modified by DeKalb County Nursing Home to adjust for changes.   I understand the above are 
job requirements and, at this time, I know of  no limitations which would prevent me from performing these functions 
with or without accommodation. 
 
I  further understand that  it  is my responsibility to  inform my supervisor at any time that I am unable to perform these 
activities. 

I have read the job description for this position and understand that it will be a basis for evaluating my performance. 

 

 
 
 
___________________________________________________________ _______________________________   
Signature Date 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________________________________ _______________________________   
Director, Dietary Date 
 


	SUPERVISION

